Startups from Spain
at 4YFN 2017

#Spain4YFN

SPANISH PAVILION AT 4YFN 2017
The Spanish Pavilion at 4YFN 2017 is supported by the Ministry of Energy, Tourism
and the Digital Agenda, through the State Secretariat for Information Society
and Digital Agenda, as well as by Red.es, ICEX Spain Trade and Investment
and INCIBE Spanish National Cybersecurity Institute. The Spanish Pavilion at
4YFN 2017 covers 280 square meters. There you will find 35 most innovative
mobile tech companies from all over Spain that are examples of a domestic
technology industry that is dynamic, modern and focused on innovation and
internationalization.

# S p a in 4 Y F N

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INFORMATION SOCIETY AND DIGITAL AGENDA
The Secretary of State for Information Society and Digital Agenda (SESIAD) of the Ministry of Energy,
Tourism and the Digital Agenda, is the public body in charge of the design and implementation of
public policies on the development of telecommunications and the information society in Spain.
Regarding the MWC and 4YFN, SESIAD coordinates the Spanish Government participation at the
Barcelona Mobile World Capital Foundation, as a founding member along with the Generalitat of
Catalonia, the City Council of Barcelona and GSMA. Moreover, SESIAD participates in the Spanish
Pavilion at the 4YFN in order to promote the internationalization of the Spanish start-ups.

ICEX - SPAIN TRADE AND INVESTMENT
ICEX Spain Trade and Investment is a public business organization which works worldwide with
the objetive of promoting the internationalization of Spanish companies in order to improve their
competitiveness, as well as boosting foreign investment in Spain. ICEX offers its services through 31
Provincial and Territorial Trade Offices in Spain, 98 Economic and Commercial Offices wordlwide, the
largest foreign network, and 19 Business Centres abroad. Every year, ICEX organizes around 1,200
promotional activities in foreign markets and answers over 90,000 queries on internationalization.

RED.ES
Red.es is the public corporate entity attached to SESIAD which executes the plans and public
policies of the Digital Agenda for Spain. Its main areas include the empowerment of innovation
and entrepreneurship; the stimulation of the digital economy (with particular emphasis on SMEs
digitalization); the digital public services (specially in healthcare and education) and the development
of smart cities.

INCIBE – SPANISH NATIONAL CYBERSECURITY INSTITUTE
INCIBE works to strengthen digital confidence, enhance cybersecurity and resilience and contribute
to the digital market so that the safe use of cyberspace is encouraged in Spain. The Spanish National
Cybersecurity Institute (INCIBE) is a subsidiary of the Secretary of State for the Information Society
and Digital Agenda (SESIAD) and is consolidated as a reference entity for cybersecurity development
and digital trust of citizens, academic and research network, professionals, companies and especially
for strategic sectors. Our activity is based on research, service delivery and coordination with the
competent agents in the matter, INCIBE contributes to building cybersecurity at the national and
international levels.

AGENDA – SPANISH PAVILION
Monday, February 27th
10.00 h. – 13.30 h. Hackathon NLP
14.00 h. – 15.30h Project presentation – Hackaton NLP
16.00 h. – 16.45 h. Workshop: Sport business digitalization
17.00 h. – 18.00 h. Awards Ceremony - Hackaton NLP

Tuesday, February 28th
10.30 h. – 11.15 h. Workshop: Talent acquisition & retention in startups
11.30 h. – 12.20 h. Networking SPAIN - City of Bellevue
12.30 h. – 13.30 h. Workshop: SPAIN: Rising Opportunities for Investment
		
in StartUps
15.00 h. – 16.00 h. Workshop: Silicon Valley, Land of Risks and Opportunities
4YFN Official program - Dome 1
16.00 h. – 16.45 h. Workshop: LATAM markets for startups
18.00 h. – 20.00 h. Live! Showcooking and networking drinks

Wednesday, March 1st
10.00 h. – 13.00 h. Hackathon Cybersecurity
13.15 h. – 14.15 h. Networking SPAIN - UK
15.00 h. – 15.45 h. Workshop: Fintech vs. Insurtech
16.00 h. – 16.45 h. Workshop: UX Magic
17.00 h. – 18.00 h. Awards Ceremony - Hackaton Cybersecurity
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SECTORS

ACERODOCS

Stand K2.8

www.acerodocs.com
info@acerodocs.com

File encription with “remote protection”.
The “Snapchat” of corporate documents.
AceroDocs is a technological start-up that was born with the mission of
providing document security with advaced encryption techniques, helping
professionals and companies protect their information, as well as comply
with the strict data protection laws.
We have developed a protection system for digital documents with advanced
encryption techniques. It includes the innovative function of what we call
“remote protection” for sensitive/confidencial documents which are shared
through the Internet (ephimeral documents): the document is protected
wherever it ends up and its access can be revoked even after being sent.

ALLTHEFOODIES

Stand M2.1

www.allthefoodies.com
anthony@allthefoodies.com

The video network inspiring local communities through food.
Allthefoodies is a digital media channel who is discovering the new
generation of gastronomical talent to build localized communities around
the experience of cooking, sharing and enjoying amazing food. By
producing and distributing high-quality original content in native formats
across the spectrum of digital video services (live streaming, social media,
mobile, long-form videos) we engage our community members in the
formats, at the times, and on the devices that they most prefer. This allows
us to deliver hyper-segmented audiences to our sponsorship partners and
maximizes the authentic affinity of our audience with their brands.

BEQUANT

Stand K1.3

www.bequant.com
info@bequant.com

Internet TCP traffic acceleration.
Most Internet services and applications use TCP, and although it is very
robust and reliable, it can be slowed down by wireless networks or by large
internet latencies, so that the data isn’t transmitted at the speed available
in the network.
Bequant has developed and patented a high-performance TCP that
minimizes the problems posed by wireless and large latencies, so that
Internet data, even encrypted, passing through our nodes is sped-up from
20% to over 100%.
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BRANDYOURSHOES

Stand L2.8

www.brandyourshoes.com
sales@brandyourshoes.com
@brandyourshoes

Come to our stand & discover the customized sneakers world!
Design your own sneakers with our on-line customizer! Visit us
and win the A-one model! We wait you on L2.8 stand!
The new start-up from Barcelona, created to provide quality and innovation
in the footwear industry. We are a branding and fashion company, we want
to create brand value in an original and different way. We want to offer
a completely new marketing solution to be different and recognizable
everywhere. Our focus? Make people feel good with your customized
shoes. Our E-commerce it’s our main sales platform, we are focus on
international market. Our customizer give to our customer the posibility of
create their own design, with their logo & colors. Designed in Barcelona,
Made in Spain.

CARTO

Stand M2.4

www.carto.com
sales@carto.com
@carto

Predict Through Location.
CARTO leads the world of location intelligence, empowering any
organization and individual to discover and predict.

CHECK-IT

Stand L2.6

www.checkitbancario.com
info@checkitbancario.com
@CheckitBancario

Check-it: an easy, fast and reliable way to do bank
reconciliation.
Check-it is an online tool for SMBs and accountancy firms that automates
the process of bank reconciliation and exports the data to any accounting
software. It’s based on an account aggregator that compile information
from different accounts into a single platform.
Check-it connects and integrates seamlessly with a wide range of ERP
applications without any additional hardware or software requirements.
Our SaaS platform implementation does not require any added cost or
custom development.
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CHECKEALOS

Stand K2.5

www.checkealos.com
isoken@checkealos.com

Don’t say lean, Do lean.
Checkealos makes it easy to eliminate bad, costly experiences and
increase ROI by getting real customer insights for websites and mobile
apps. It is the online platform that provides practical customer behaviour
insights to create engaging digital user experiences. Focused for the lean,
omni-channel, data driven and go-getter mindsets to remove conversion
roadblocks, increase engagement and boost sales.

cws

Cloud Worldwide
Services

CLOUD WORLDWIDE
SERVICES

Stand K2.6

www.cloudworldwideservices.com
vmagarino@cloudworldwideservices.com
@CloudWorldwide

We disrupt customer interactions recording leveraging cloud.
CWS builds SaaS Apps for enterprises and SMBs. We help Telcos digital
transformation by leveraging our “over the top” cloud services, which help
them increase customer retention and ARPU. To date we have onboarded
the 3rd largest Global Telco, 4.700 SMBs and 6 IBEX35 enterprises, totaling
40.000 users in 5 countries.
- eComFax. Virtual Fax/SMS cloud platform designed for mobility and email
integration.
- Recordia. Enterprise level, secure, cloud interactions recorder, including
land and mobile phones, PBX brand agnostic.
- FxSigner. Electronic invoice delivery platform for companies to securely
sign, distribute, audit and track invoices in the cloud.

COLLECTAPP

Stand M2.6

www.collect.video
hello@collect.video
@collect360

The easiest way to edit + share 360 photos & videos on the go
or in VR.
360 is the most interactive, immersive media to date and is growing fast.
Until now, 360 creators had to bring their files to a computer and use very
complicated software that wouldn’t support 360 natively. With Collect,
users can easily improve photos & videos or create awesome movies to
upload directly to Facebook or Youtube in an unchallenging way. We
are building powerful yet simple tools to become the leading 360 usergenerated content platform for a future where 360 camera-phones are
ubiquitous.
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DATALONG16

Stand K2.2

www.datalong16.com
gerencia@datalong16.com
@datalong16

The Cloud Dragon

Multisensory system based on IOT.
Datalong16 is a knowledgeable and greatly experienced European company
specializing in logistics, distribution and management of the cold chain.
Specific needs in sectors demanding control and care of merchandise in real
time throughout its journey (initial storage, distribution centers, last mile…),
have motivated our new strategy within the communication’s sector. This
small, low cost, expert and multi sensorial device, without installation,
offers a positioning/tracking technological solution connected to the IoT. In
conjunction with its own Platform, a wide and different range of businesses
can benefit; Laboratories, Pharmaceutical, Agri-foods, Medical, Chemical,
... in transport by land, air, train, sea, fluvial, etc...”

EASY VIRTUAL FAIR

Stand K1.2

www.easyvirtualfair.com
info@easyvirtualfair.com

Events made digital.
Do you have a database that you want to monetize? With EasyVirtualFair
you can create an online community that connects a targeted audience
with the companies who are interested in engaging with them. And of
course, create a new revenue stream 100% digital which can integrate
with your digital strategy for lead generation and revenue making.
Easyvirtualfair.com is the first turnkey solution available in the market. With
a monthly subscription model that can be purchased online, we disrupt the
worldwide market offering a 100% mobile friendly solution almost 100
times cheaper than our competitors.

EASYGOBAND

Stand K1.5

www.easygoband.com
info@easygoband.com

Fintech wearables for access control and cashless payment.
Trough the use of a wearable NFC/RFIT band we provide a full range
identification and access control for events, conferences, hotels,
amusement parks, etc. We also offer cashless payments, big data collection
and analytics to help our clients reduce cost and increase income from
target customers.
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ESCUDO WEB SOFTWARE

Stand L2.3

www.midess.com
joseluis.moron@escudoweb.com
@midessdigital

Learning everywhere.
Software company dedicated exclusively to development, OEM-ODM
integration, and commercialization of software solutions, related
with the educational sector and Mobile Device Management (MDM).
We are working with different Operative Systems like Windows, Linux and
Android. We provide integrated solutions for schools, covering technical
assistance and support, training about our products, both face-to-face
as distance, through videoconferencing, and we have a certified training
system as a manufacturer. Our main products are: MDM, Internet Content
Filter, Parental Control, Mobile classroom, Classroom Management from
Windows, and Android and with an Android App. We are making possible
learning everywhere with midess CAP.

GEKO NAVSAT

Stand L2.7

www.gekonavsat.com
info@gekonavsat.com
@gekonavsat

Satellite navigation technologies to empower people in the
outdoors.
GEKO NAVSAT is a technological start-up that develops solutions based
on advanced Global Navigation Satellite (GNSS) technologies to improve
the safety and experience of people doing sports, tourism or professional
activities in natural environments. Its flagship product is BLIND EXPLORER,
an innovative eye / hands / free mind sensing guidance system that uses
3D sounds and a high-precision GNSS system, to guide blind and visually
impaired people to move autonomously and safely in natural environments.
This system, which is based on the results achieved in European R & D
projects, has won several national and international awards.

GOGOTICK

Stand M2.8

www.gogotick.com
info@gogotick.com
@gogotick

With Gogotick you will be part of the memories and albums of
your customers.
Gogotick is a B2B platform for the promotion and customization of events
(concerts, festivals, sports, parties, tourism, weddings...), so our clients
can do Event Mobile Marketing on them. The users download the App for
free, and they participate on events, and take pictures with their groups
in a private and cool way. They do not need Internet for doing that, and
they get organized the album of the event. For the clients it´s a tool for
Marketing Communication, Promotion, Sponsorship, and which provides
the client engagement with users adding value and improving their
experience before, during and after the event.
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HELP-FLASH

Stand K1.7

www.help-flash.com
info@netunsolutions.com
@help_flash

From big data to smart data.
A light to save lives
Netun is a company that was born in 2016 with the aim of generating
innovation in the safety of highways around the world using technologies
that connect asphalt, people and machines. Help-flash is our first
development and it consists of a luminous device that allows to immediately
signal any obstacle on the road minimizing the risks of accidents and
outrages while being able to make automatic emergency calls. It can be
used in two- and four-wheeled vehicles and it is automatically activated by
magnetism an also manually.

HIDEAWAYME

Stand K2.8

www.sshteam.com
contacto@sshteam.com
@sshteam

Security,Anonymity and privacy for people, businesses and
the internet of things.
SSH Team is a new technological company created in the business
incubator of the Government of La Rioja. We work in three ways, training
in computer security, product development in security and consulting.
We have a multidisciplinary team made up of security experts with
numerous certifications. We are currently working and want to present
HIDEAWAYME, a solution with which we reach the final phase of the
CIBERINCIBE competition.

i2FACTORY

Stand L2.4

www.i2factory.com
lsruiz@i2factory.com
@i2factory

Let information flow between systems with Smart Integration.
Integrate your platforms with your customers, providers, and
partners with no effort.
i2factory is the Smart Integration company: an integration platform that
enables integration between disparate systems in-house, SaaS or third
party. With i2factory visual studio is extremely easy to define powerful
business integrations leveraging on APIs. Integrations can be encapsulated
in your own platform to serve your customers, partners, and providers,
that only have to provide their credentials in their target system to activate
integration. Execution in container (Docker) facilitates flexible deployment,
maintaining the highest level of security and privacy.
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KEYNETIC TECHNOLOGIES

Stand K2.8

www.keynetic.tech
info@keynetic.tech

Security begins with identity. The Key to the new paradigm
of Network security.
Keynetic Technologies is a start-up that focuses on providing high added
value cybersecurity solutions, for Telcos, Industry 4.0 and Smart Grids,
based on SDN and NFV technologies.
Its flagship product is FlowNAC, a highly flexible and extensible secure
network solution that allows to control the access to authorized services
based on the identity of the user/device, improving the security offered
by the end-systems and applications. FlowNAC provides a novel identity
plane that enables to securely bind the identities to the network resources,
providing dynamic access rights and enforcing a while listing model.

®

LASTMILE TEAM

Stand K1.8

www.lastmile.team
abatalla@lastmile.team
@lastmileteam

Last Mile Digital Platform.
We design, develop and Sell-as-a-Service an open standards Last
Mile Digital Platform that brings together seller, customer, deliverer
and anyone else involved in the last mile transportation process.
The Platform enables active interaction between parties, creating real
business value for the last mile internal and external customers while
effectively improving urban mobility by reducing congestion and pollution.
Our Last Mile Digital Platform works across consolidated and emerging
technologies to create reliable, resilient, scalable and optimised software
systems available to users of all kinds in a single, simple and friendly
interface.

MARKETEER

Stand K1.1

www.marketeer.co
hello@marketeer.co
@marketeerco

Predict. Interact. React.

We improve the customer engagement with the use of artificial
intelligence.
Marketeer, Your Conversational Commerce Solution.
It’s an intelligent omni-channel customer engagement platform that learns
from humans. Marketeer adds up to 90x efficiency using AI in comparison
to any other customer communication platform, learning from human-tohuman conversations and from customer behaviors.
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MISTER TECNOLOGÍA

Stand M2.5

www.mistertecnologia.com
sergio@mistertecnologia.com
@TecnologiaMr

Bow Tie Innovation.
Manufacturer, importer and multi-brand wholesaler of Tech&Education
gadgets. We have different products for Entertainment, Sport, Home,
Work, Education, Security....The flagship is the innovative LED Magic Bulb.
In Mister Tecnología we combine our experience in the new technologies
with the latest advances in the education of our children, developing a
tailor-made solution for our customers. Our philosophy is “the bow tie
innovation”. One of the main objectives of Mister Technology is to offer
products that make our lives easier. We believe 100% in all of them.
Our own brand is molamucho (www.molamucho.es).
It has a big market opportunity.

MIXTROPY

Stand K2.4

www.mixtropy.com
hola@mixtropy.com
@mixtropy

A pure content marketing agency.
We are a pure content marketing agency. We propose that brands define
a content marketing strategy to boost their visibility, relate better to their
audience, increase their business opportunities and retain their customer
base. We help brands to launch their content initiatives, to make them
reality by creating all the content they need in a personalized and unique
way, to manage them properly and to distribute them efficiently so that
they reach their audiences. We are content experts. We are a pure content
marketing agency.

MUCHOMOVE (MUCHOMOVE
DIGITAL ADVERTISING)

Stand K1.4

www.muchomove.com
contact@muchomove.com
@muchomove

We love video, we love funky formats and we do it mucho well
on every device!
MuchoMove offers Interactive Advertising Solutions for Brands and
Agencies to reach higher Engagement with users by using formats based
on: Geolocation, 2ndScreen and Interactive Video as a result of delivering
what the user wants in the moment and in the way he/she really accepts it
as a value proposition. We combine mobile, web and traditional media in
our campaigns, to impact in the most effective way to the user. Offices in
Spain, France, Colombia and Mexico.
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MULTIDUB

Stand K1.6

www.multidub.com
contact@multidub.com
@MultiDub

The movies in your language, wherever you are.
Multidub is a Smartphone app that allows us to enjoy movies and series in
the language of our choice, no matter the platform we are using. Thanks
to its pioneering recognition system, it just needs to capture a small audio
snippet from the content. Almost immediately, it returns the identified
content and the available languages. After selecting any of them, the user
starts listening to the content in his preferred language, in full sync with the
screen. MultiDub helps to make audio dubbing universally accessible for
every movie and series. Welcome to MultiDub and the World of Dubbing
on Demand.

MYVITALE

Stand K2.3

www.myvitale.com
info@myvitale.com
@myvitale

Intelligent Training System App for fitness, performance and
health goals.
MyVitale is a system that generates automatic workouts in a dynamic
and intelligent way. It is a machine learning system, that evolves with
the user endlessly. We offer different types of goals to our clients: Fitness,
Performance and Health goals. For customizing workouts, we go through
a detailed registration form, and get constant feed back from the user.
MyVitale is fully dynamic, versus other static solutions. Its open architecture
allows quick implementation of new goals (mainly new health evidence
based treatments for pathology). MyVitale constantly adapts to the real
needs and state of mind and shape of the user.

NOTHINGBUTNET

Stand L2.5

www.nbn23.com
jose.bosch@nbn23.com
@nbn23basket

From big data to smart data.
We develop solutions to improve sport. From collecting data to analysis
creating a better experience for players and fans. We have solutions for
basketball and swimming.
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OKLOCATED

Stand K2.1

www.oklocated.com
info@oklocated.es
@OKLocated

Interactive multiplatform of proximity for tourism, advertising
and location of lost and found.
Platform with multiple services based on Bluetooth 4.0 technology,
facilitating the interaction of people with their environment.
We offer the multiple advantages of Bluetooth 4.0 technology: economy,
easy installation and global expansion, optimization of the consumption
of mobile batteries by not using GPS. Compatibility in all places, its
implantation from the smallest population, to the largest city in any part
of the world, standardizing its use in all tourist and commercial points.
Example: Receive interactive tourist information, trade, leisure ... Location
of (Children, Pets, suitcases, keys ...) in a clear evolution Smart City and
Marketing 3.0 Interactive Proximity.

OPSEEKER

Stand L2.1

www.opseeker.com
gonzalo@opseeker.com
@OpSeekerFin

Check-it: an easy, fast and reliable way to do bank
reconciliationWe care about your financial health, and you?
Money doesn’t bring happiness, but in order to be happy we need to know
how to manage our money. OpSeeker wants to help you to understand
how important it is for your future to know how to combine savings and
investments with the appropriate strategies so you don´t fall in emotional
and cognitive errors while investing. We are doing this by building a usercentric and intuitive blogapp that works the most important part of the
investment process, the psychological, in a secure environment. We should
all be investing, are you doing it right? Find out with us.

SECUREKIDS

Stand K2.8

www.securekids.es
info@securekids.es
@Secure_Kids

Child protection service to allow a safe use of mobile
technologies and Internet.
SecureKids is a child protection service for Android devices, with which
parents can manage, protect and monitorize the use of their children’s
devices in a useful, secure and handy way. This system allows the minors
to use technologies for their individual and social development into the
nowadays world, avoiding the dangers associated to them.
SecureKids enables parents to block Web Pages, manage children’s Apps,
block the device at time frames, monitor their phonelist, know their location
or receive alerts from the emergency button. Each of these features work
for the security of children, without putting at risk their privacy.
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TECHVOLUCIÓN

Stand K2.8

www.techvolucion.com
info@techvolucion.com
@tech_volucion

Interested in artificial intelligence applied to cybersecurity, Fin
and Insurtech.
FORMAVOLUCION is a young and innovative company created in April
2012, formed by a team of highly qualified professional, with the intention
of innovating in the treatment of large amounts of data (Big Data) by
using a motor of inference used for recommendation and prediction in
the fields of physical and logical security, marketing and image treatment.
The company has created the brand TECHVOLUCION, which encompasses
all developments related to technology. The application related to
fraud prevention in the payment and credit transactions has won the
Ciberemprende contest organized by the Spanish institute of Cybersecurity
(INCIBE).

TINÁMICA

Stand L2.2

www.tinamica.com
info@tinamica.com
@tinamicabigdata

Smart Data Technologies. Welcome to a new way of managing
information.
Tinámica is a specialized company providing smart data IT solutions for
customer and operational data analytical processing. We are a Data Driven
Company, with simple and agile process, working in cloud, remote and
quick wins. Our main goal is providing to the customer the best smart data
and advanced analytical solutions, perfectly suited to take smart, fast and
accurate decisions. We are responsible and committed to the objectives,
deadlines, costs and business results of our projects.
We are working for top companies in a successful and challenging Big Data
and Advanced Analytics projects. We operate in Spain, Emirates and Latam.

TRANSFERZERO

Stand M2.2

www.transferzero.com
help@transferzero.com
@transferzero

All worthy things in life are for Free!
Transferzero is an online international money transfer solution. We provide
this service to companies and the individuals in more than 200 countries
and most importantly…. We do it without commissions!
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VIDAAPP

Stand M2.7

www.vidaapp.com
info@vidaapp.com
@VidaAppCOM

A simple solution to manage your health.
Welcome to VidaApp! Experience the most convenient way to sense,
transfer, storage, display, convert formats and share health data. VidaApp
is manufacturing two medical devices: The cardiopulmonary vest monitors
cardiovascular and respiratory health, while the sensor band monitors
sleep, musculoskeletal and mental health. As telemedicine software
vendor, we provide real time patient monitoring software to medical
contact centers and health insurance to manage the risks of people with
chronic diseases and comorbidity. As a health data company, we collect
and manage behavioral, clinical and population health data including social
determinants of health and IoT sensors for doctor’s support.

WATERREVIVE

Stand M2.3

www.waterrevive.com
distribucion@waterrevive.com
@Waterrevive

Revive your water damaged phone easily.
Waterrevive is the techno-chemical startup based in Spain that has
developed and patented the solution “Waterrevive Blue”. This patent
converted in a product, lets any customer without technical knowledge to
revive a water damaged phone in just 7 minutes.
Simplicity and speed are the key elements that brings the product to
potential customers.
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ICEX Spain Trade and Investment
ICT and Digital Content Department
ticscontenidos@icex.es
www.icex.es

NIPO: 060-17-002-6

Red.es Public Corporate
Entity
emprendimiento@red.es
www.red.es

Secretary of State for Information
Society and Digital Agenda
internacionalsesiad@minetad.es
www.minetad.gob.es

INCIBE
relaciones@incibe.es
www.incibe.es

